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1 MONTREALNIONTREAL the indigenousindegenousinderenousinde genous
peoples of the far north eski-
mos and indians appear to be
entering an era inin which their
educational programs will be im-
proved while their cultures are
preserved

last week some 140 partici-
pants and observers at the first
international conference on
cross cultural education inin the
north closed four days of ses-
sions here with general agreement
on two points

native children should begin
aw4w their primary education in their

mother tongue instead of the
language of the dominant culture

people who live in the arc-
tic and subarctic regions of the
world should be involved in plan-
ning and carrying out their own
educational programs

conference chairman frank
darnell of the university of A
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deduceduceducationn retaining culturecu e
laska in fairbanks said the meet-
ing was a landmark in northern
education

there was an international
conference to consider problems
of polar bears but this is the
first time the worlds specialists
on the north have gathered to
consider the education problems
of the peoples of the north

darnell emphasized that the
purpose of the conference was
to inventory the education
programs now existing in the
arctic and subarctic regions of
the world and to provide a forum
for the exchange of knowledge
among those persons responsible
for the programs

this was not intended to be
an action conference he said
our intent was simply to bring

together education administra-
tors teachers aanddc sspecialistspecialists

llafrom the behavioralbehaviobehavior and social
sciences who are involved with
the far north

now that we have met the
conference may prove one spring-
board for solving the complex
problems of education for min-
ority peoples in the northern
regions of the world

participants at the meeting
came from the circumpolar na-
tions of canada denmark for
greenland finland norway
sweden US for alaska and
USSR

few indians or eskimos at
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tended but those who did strong-
ly expressed views that any fu-
ture conferences on education
in the north should involve a
majority of participants who are
indigenous to the north

asked why only a handful of
natives of the north were invited
to the meeting conference offi-
cials explained that participants
had been selected on the basis of
two criteria

recognized expertise on
cross cultural education in the
north

current commitment to pro-
grams in the north

the fact is that at present few
indigenous peoples of the arctic
and subarctic actually participate
in the formulation and adminis-
tration of their education pro-
grams traditionally they have
been on the receiving end only
a situation they generally dislike
and against which they have
become increasingly vocal

most conference participants
seemed to be in agreement with
complaints registered by indians
and eskimos dr norman A
chance a noted anthropologist
who served six years at mcgill
university and recently joined
the faculty of the university of
connecticut expressed a popular
view in a paper he belivedelivedeliveredred to
the conference

according to dr chance

the most ideally conceived and
implemented program of educa-
tion for native northerners is a
program that involves native nor-
thernerstherners in the design planning
and execution

if those of us in education
cannot revise our assumptions
about the importance of native
involvement in northern educa-
tional planning we can hardly
expect other less sensitive eco-
nomic and social institutions to
change their approach

in his recommendations for
the natives of alaska and canada
dr chance indicated a preference
for real rather than advisory
native representation on school
boards the teaching of prprimary
grades in the native language
the development of more effec-
tive adult education programs
and other measures designed to
assist the native to synthesize his
involvement in two worlds

it may be several months
before the effect of this confer-
ence is truly known but most
evidence points toward benefitsbenefits
for natives of the north in all
lands

the conference was jointly
sponsored by the university of
alaska at fairbanks and the arc-
tic instituteinstitueinstititeInstitUe of north america
with headquarters in montreal
it was funded in large part by
the ford foundation


